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The TURN AND BANK is the monthly publication of RAAC
Chapter 85 and is intended to keep members informed as to the
club’s activities, and to promote safety and technical excellence
in the field of sport aviation. No responsibility or liability is
assumed, expressed or implied as to the content of articles contained in the Turn and Bank: the intention is to provide a forum
for discussion and exchange of ideas.
Newsletter contributions should be mailed to George Gregory, 19470-88th Avenue, Surrey, B.C. V4N 3G5 no later than
the 12th of each month. Business Fax is (604)-469-3495. Please
remember to indicate "attention George Gregory" on your fax.
Contributions can be e-mailed to George at:
gregdesign@telus.net
Enquiries to the Membership Chairman should be mailed
to Rob Prior, 3032 Carina Place, Burnaby, BC, V3J 1B5

For inspections of Amateur Built Aircraft Projects contact the
MDRA Inspection Services , ph. 1-877-419-2111
fax 1-519-457-0980 email: mdrainsp@on.aibn.com
Regular Meetings are held on the first Tues. of each month at
20:00 in the clubhouse:
Delta Airpark, 4103-104th Street Delta, B.C. Clubhouse
phone: 596-3644
Mailing Address: Chapter 85, RAAC
c/o Delta Heritage Airpark, 4103-104th St.,
RR#3, Delta, B.C. V4K-3N3
Executive meetings are on the third Tues. of each month at 19:
30 in the clubhouse.
Chapter aircraft pilots, mail cheques
(Payable to RAAC Chapter 85) to: Tedd McHenry
RAAC National Homepage:
http://www.inforamp.net/~raac
RAA Chapter 85 Homepage:
http://www.b4.ca/raa_85
Delta Heritage Air Park Homepage:
http://home.istar.ca ~bb4
Source for CARS and Chapter 549 Airworthiness Manual: http:
//www.aerotraining.com
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Bulletin Board

Last I heard, Norm Helmer is looking for someone to help or take over his
Paradyne project. The Paradyne is a cutting edge new concept in STOL aircraft
that shows promise. He’s now residing
at the George Kerby Centre in Burnaby.
His phone number is (604) 527-8970.
Dan Lawler would like you to send
your email addresses to him at:
dan.lawler@kvaerner.com
He will create a database so he can
send announcements about meeting
programs, etc. Currently he has a list of
about 20 e-mail addresses, and would
like to expand it and keep it up to date.
Want to learn more about aircraft
construction? Want to contribute to the

Minutes
Jim Hunter

Call to order: 8:00 pm by President Tim
Nicholas who introduced visitors and
prospective new members.
Hunter/Cutting: that the Minutes of the
General Meeting of 1 October, 2002
be adopted as printed in the newsletter.
Discussion Carried.
Committee Reports:
Treasury: Verbal report by Treasurer Don
Souter.
Membership: Rob Prior: as reported
at October GM. Renewals now being
accepted for 2003 It’s $60 for Chapter
membership and $75 to belong to Chapter and RAAC. Recollect that members
have th option not to belong to RAAC.
Tell Rob if you prefer that option.
Buildings: Dave Bell/Dan Weinkam: We
shall be getting Joe to look at both our
furnaces - in the shop and in the clubhouse to see what we can (or must) do
about them.
Library: Tim Baker: OK
Newsletter: George Gregory: OK
RAAC: Rob Prior: Members here may
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community good? Get involved in the J5 project! Also, we are looking for help
from someone knowlegable in fabric
work. Talk to a member of the executive
and they’ll put you in contact with the
right people.
Don’t forget that George is looking
for pictures you may have of aircraft for
his Stock picture collection. These will
be used in future issues of the Turn and
Bank as needed as well as use in the
Recreational Flyer when a nice picture
is needed for articles and fillers.
The Chapter’s December meeting
will be, as usual, a Wine and Cheese
Potluck. We need people to bring goodies:

-if your last name starts with A-H,
bring enough fancy squares or goodies
for 4 people.
-If your last name starts with I-P,
bring fruit: strawberries, grapes, sliced
melon and the like for 4.
Q-Z: veggies and dip, finger food.
Enough for 4.
Interested in Roadable aircraft? (who
isn’t after the thorough indoctrination
chapter members have been subjected
to?) Check out Lionel Salsbury’s web site
at www.roadabletimes.com. When you
log on (and you will log on) you will see
lots of interesting history and factoids.
Check it out!

vote for a Regional Director for Ontario.
Work on that one!
Aircraft: Tedd McHenry: Turbi was flown
13.2 hours in October and is working
fine. Nothing heard about J-5 progress.
We do need a new bod to replace Tedd
doing the paper part of the Aircraft
Chairmanship. This will leave Gerrard
to do the monkey wrenching part. See
Tedd or President Tim if willing to do
this part.
DHAPCOM: Bruce Prior: 1) Delta
Municipality is looking to rezoning in
the DHAP part of Delta. When this is
done, we can look to building more
hangars. 2) several new environmental
things have been done around the field.
One is the erection of “predator poles”
so that the birds of prey will find it easier
and more convenient to knock off the
birds and bunnies. Next, presumably
will be rifle pits so that the latter will find
it easier and more convenient to hide.
3) There is a “Joy of Flight” Program on
Saturday, 16 November. This is a GVRD
Project that will give dike walkers and
other park users an opportunity to visit
the flying side of DHAP. Our members’
help is solicited to show the people
around. 4) Next year (June 11 and 12)
GVRD hosting a meeting of parks and
people from all over North America.
They will be showing something quite
unique in parkdom; and airfield existing
quite happily as part of a nature preserve. (Maybe somebody from Banff will

be there!) 5) On Saturday, November 9
there will be a workshop to do with the
future of DHAP. Hammy McClymont is
the facilitator. All Chapter members and
other DHAP people welcome. 6) From
Terry Wilshire: meeting on this coming
Tuesday, 7:30 pm of the Wright Flyer
Committee.
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Old Business:
1) Remembrance Day Fly Past: George
Spence: Had 14 airplanes at the last
practice. This is unprecedented. There
will be a third practice session on
Sunday, November 10. After breakfast
will be the practice!
New Business:
Annual Christmas Wine and Cheese: in
December, of course, no GM. Christmas
do. Emily Clemens in charge. Watch for
more.
2) Terry Elgood, regional chief of the
MD-RA Inspectors, talked about some of
the changes in amateur built regs. Essentially, a builder can sub-contract parts of
the work as long as he supervises and as
long as the 51% rule is followed. Also,
some changes to the warning placardings. If you are in this position or soon
will be, contact Terry.
Spence/Walker: that we adjourn. Carried.
Jim Hunter, Secretary.
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Where Are We
Going?
Sport Flying in the 21st Century
By George Gregory

As we near the 100th year of aviation, it’s sometimes
wondered what sort of shape the next 100 years will take.
Flight and other advances in personal transportation have
defined the 20th century. Western society, firmly rooted on
the belief of the significance of the individual, was ripe for
the advancement of transportation technologies as tools of
personal empowerment. Never before had such mobility
been granted to the human race, and we eagerly adopted it
as the norm for any civilized people.
What’s coming? We obviously
haven’t lost our taste for this sort of
mobility, but there’s a feeling things
can’t go on like they have been.
Several modifying factors have
entered into the picture. I’m going to
wonder out loud about a few of them.
Computers
If the 20th century was the century of transportation, the 21st century will (and already is) be known
for information. The ability of small
computers to handle vast amounts of
data has enhanced our ability to communicate, store information, and has
trickled down into our transportation
technologies: witness GPS, fly-by-wire
(many cutting edge aircraft would be
unflyable without it). Computers will
Turn and Bank

continue to enhance and influence our
aircraft. A number of manufacturers
have introduced virtual GPS displays
for light aircraft that act almost like a
window in the clouds. You may have
zero visibility in the air, but by noting

Flight and other
advances in
personal
transportation
have defined the
20th century.
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your position via GPS, the display creates a 3-D display of what’s in front of
you on the screen: mountains, obstructions, runways. There exists the ability to draw a virtual “highway in the
sky” for you to drive your airplane on,
regardless of actual visibility outside.
And then there is FADEC, the digital
managing of the engine for better efficiencies. These and other areas can
only get better. Aircraft will be more
intuitive, supply more information to
pilots in a more digestable manner. It’s
even be suggested that next-generation
aircraft will be crafted to handle like
computer games: the new-age aviator
will be halfway there by the time he
gets to the flying school. He’s been on
FlightSim 2002 since he was 12.
The Transportation Imperative
Governments are beginning to realize that though the roads are getting
overloaded, and major airports are
likewise burdened. The hub and spoke
system of feeder airlines it at capacity.
Small airports languish meanwhile,
usually much closer to the final destination of most travellers. NASA’s Small
Aircraft Transportation System has been
proposed to get more Americans (and
by default, the rest of us) in the air. A
sort of “airborne internet” has been
suggested to enhance the capacity of
the air traffic control system. The present system is undoubtably near the
breaking point itself: automation, with
enhanced transponders and autopilots
December 2002

will probably be used increase the system’s capabilities.

one engine breaks (it’s powered by no less than eight of the
rotaries, two in each duct) but for a catatstrophic failure, such
as contaminated fuel, the ‘chutes would be employed. Good
thing: I imagine it would glide like a greased brick...
If the Skycar’s capabilities are realized, then Moller will
have truly created an aircraft that can be mass produced in
automotive quantities. This is key: prices drop as manufacturing efficiencies come into play, and more people will be able
to afford them. Flying will not be for just the rich (or those of
us who have sacrificed all for our hobby) or, for that matter the
percieved supermen or women who became pilots. It will be
truly aviation for the masses. For more information, check out
www.moller.com.

Aircraft
There will emerge new forms of aircraft. Of course I am
notorious for my belief in a convergence of forms: roadable
aircraft in particular.
What will be (should it prove the success it’s creator hopes
for) really interesting will be VTOL technology as embodied in
the Moller Skycar. For those unfamiliar with it, it is basically a
ducted fan vehicle that uses louvered thrust to either take off
vertically or fly horizontally, not unlike the Harrier. Picture a
composite body with a blown canopy enclosing 4 occupants.
There are two ducted fans forward of the cockpit mounted
horizontally, and two more aft of the cockpit, also mounted
horizontally. Louvers at the back of each duct direct air down
for takeoff, or aft for cruising flight. Because of the high disk
loading, a lot of power is required for takeoff and hovering
- about 1,000 horsepower. Its detractors wonder what sort of
range such a vehicle would have: but the craft develops aerodynamic lift in forward flight. The lift provided by the ducts act

Political Factors
Terrorism has altered the way we look at aircraft, big ones
in particular. Better personal, private aviation is less prone
to such villany; as well it holds the potential, along with the
internet itself, to move people away from large, vulnerable
urban centres.
The decay of urban life, with its crime, traffic issues and
pollution also mandates a spreading out of populations. I
know I’d move to Saltspring or the Interior in a heartbeat if my
job allowed it (but I’d still make it out to chapter meetings in
my flying car of course). The previously mentioned gridlock
experienced on the roads exacerbates the situation. I work
about 15 km from home, but it can take me nearly an hour
during the rush to make the drive. But if I could fly...?

If the Skycar’s capabilities
are realized, then Moller will
have truly created an aircraft
that can be mass produced in
automotive quantities

Conclusion
I don’t know where that leaves us, the hobbyists. In a way,
it would be sad to see flying become so... commonplace.
There is something about being part of a fraternity that flies,
a small group with a common passion. Nevertheless, change
is coming. We should embrace it so we can choose our spot,
put in our suggestions and influence where we can. No sense
hiding our heads in the sand...

as annular (ring shaped) wings, plus there is lift gained from
the fuselage and an aft mounted wing. Ergo, it doesn’t need
1000 horses for forward flight; considerably less will do, and
the engines will be probably loafing. Moller has developed
the Wankel style rotary to suit this application and claims draDelta’s resident Tiger
matic improvements in emissions and efficiency.
It doesn’t need a big wing to get decent landing speeds:
when you can stop in mid-air, who cares? Hence this craft
can have a footprint not much bigger than a minivan, take off
vertically, and (it is hoped) cruise at well
over 300 mph.
The really exciting (or frightening)
thing about this is the degree of automation Moller wants to put in it. Not a pilot
himself, Moller wants a craft everyone can
fly, and has envisaged it as an automated
vehicle where the occupants climb in,
tell it where they want to go, and the car
does the rest. Before you scoff, remember
GPS, the ability to stop in mid-air, and the
small “wing” area (read: less susceptable
to gusts, etc).
Finally, along with triple-redundant
computers are a pair of ballistic parachutes on the Skycar. It can be landed if
Turn and Bank
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AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Parts and Supplies
Brackett Air Filters
Gill Batteries
Red Ram 20w50 oil
Champion Oil Filters
Engine Gaskets
Spark Plugs
Scat/Cat Tube
Ameri-King ELT

Windshields
Instruments
Control Cable
Tires/Brakes
Shock Cords
Sitka Spruce
Baltic Birch Plywood
Spars/Ribs

4130 tube/sheet
2024T3/6061T6 Tube/Sheet Alu-minum
Building/Repair Tools
Poly Fiber Coverings
Dealer Inquiries for RANDOLPH
products

We carry a HUGE Selection of AN hardware
DEMEL AIRCRAFT CORP.
RR#2, SITE 30, COMP 27 PENTICTON AIRPORT
PENTICTON, BC V2A 6J7
(250) 490-9532 1-888-490-9532
FAX: (250) 490-9538
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Classified Ads are free (within reason) to
members. Display Ad rates are:
Business Card:$25 per year
1/4 page:
$10/month
$100/
yr
1/2 page
$15/month
$150/
yr
1 page: $25/month
$250/yr
Ads that have been in for more than 6
months are subject to removal if space
is required for other stuff. Please contact
George the editor if you want it kept in.
FOR SALE: SIROCCO PROJECT
Notice: The author of the following
advertisement having returned to his
right mind has come to realize that
saying $15,000 firm and etc. in the ad
was a decidedly unbright thing to say.
Therefore, being anxious to sell and
unable to work on it himself, he is now
willing to (Saints Preserve Us) NEGOTIATE. Please, read on - and call!
Fuselage, canopy, tail group complete.
Air frame control components done
except for cable. Main-wheel gear,
wheels and brakes done. Tail-spring and
wheel included. Panel made, no instruments. Lycoming 0-290 GPU Zerotimed. Will Neubert stainless cross-over
exhaust with stainless muffler/shrouds.
Turn and Bank

Bendix PSC5 carb. Bendix mags with
non-shielded leads. No starter, starter
ring or alternator. Weldtech engine
mount. McCauley prop.
Wings: ribs and minor spars done.
Spar diaphragms done. Two spar-grade
spruce planks. No other wing parts.
Jim Hunter
576-2678
FOR SALE: 1957 Tripacer Wings uncovered, all reworked. New leading edge.
New ash tip. All Zinc Chromate ready to
fabric. Included: 2-18 gal. gas tank, 2 gas tank cover, landing light, aileron and
flap, front and rear struts. Asking $4000
Canadian.
Roger Gauthier (Kelowna)
(250)-763-1529
(250) 212-0832 (cel)
Wanted: PA 18 or PA 20/22 Wings.
Some damage OK.
946-5881
Will consider small antique aircraft
engine as trade-in.
FOR SALE: One set of 1500 Murphy
floats ready to go.
Ole #45-3931 198 st. Langley BC
514-1280
FOR SALE: 6 Factory new Franklin 180
hp cylinders includes installed valves
$300 each, will not part out.
Tim Novak
271-8586
FOR SALE: Softcom 2 place Intercom
6

ATC-2Y, with accessories $110.
Stuart Gear
(604) 941-9402
E-mail:sgear@infoserve.net
FOR SALE: 4130 Annealed Gauge Plate
now in stock, .025 to .375. We will sell
you the plate or laser cut the parts
Industrial Laser Cutting ltd.
(604) 946-4152, Fax: (604) 946-4153
E-mail: tmw@industriallaser.com
FOR SALE: 1- Miller 200 amp ac/dc H.F.
Tig/stick welding machine - 220V 1 ph.
$1200. 1- Miller 120 amp MIG (wire)
welding machine, 110 volt. Portable
sheet metal type, c/w gas kit (almost
new) - $800.
Pat O’Donnell
533-1839
FOR SALE: Zenith 250 plans and parts,
wing rib moulds $360. Christavia Mk IV
project, 4130 steel tube, wing ribs, flaps
ailerons, gear legs, wheels and brakes,
tail stab and rudder, $3600.
Paul Trudel
532-8570
Headsets -2 David Clark H10-30 $125
/ $100. Bendix starters for Lycoming - 2
@ $ 250 each
Terry Elgood 604-279-2062
email:
elgood@aebc.com
FOR SALE: Murphy type floats 1500’s.
$9600 CDN. New, complete with rudders.
Harold Schapansky
(604) 826-5068
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